Talk to the animals

If I could talk to the animals, just imagine it

Chatting to a chimp in chimpanzee, imagine talking to a tiger, chatting to a cheetah,

What a neat achievement it would be. If we could talk to the animals, learn their languages,

Maybe take an animal degree, I'd study elephant and eagle, buffalo and

beagle, Alligator, guinea pig and flea, I'd study every living creature's
language, So I could speak to all of them on sight. If friends said

"Can she talk in crab pelican?" You'd say! Like hell she can! And you'd be right! And if you

just stop and think a bit, there's no doubt of it, I would win a place in his-story, If I could walk with the an-i-mals,

talk with the an-i-mals, Grunt and squeak and squawk with the an-i-mals, And they could squeak & squawk &

speak & talk to me...